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IndoNostalgia Run 48 – October 2015
Ta Frenc, Ghasri, Gozo, Malta

The Pack, raring to go!
Just like Royalty, which we are, nearly everyone took
different planes, just in case one crashed and so we
wanted to avoid the possibility of the complete
IndoNostalgia pack being wiped out.
Friday was spent seeing the sites of Valletta, very
historical and interesting, although the highlight was
undoubtedly a pint in The Pub, for those who could
find it. This was the pub where Oliver Reed died whilst
filming Gladiator.
Then, after a quick change of location and clothes, we
gathered at the Londoner Pub for registration and a
pub crawl. The Hares checked everyone in, Doggy
Style organising the drinks whilst Daffodildo collected
the cash. A very pleasant evening meeting up with old

friends and meeting new “exiles”. Although it was
billed as a pub crawl we didn’t even get to a second
pub, preferring to stay where we were. Given that all
the beer was Cisk (pronounced and tasting like,
Shitsk) there was little point in changing venues.
Saturday
The programme suggested catching a 222 bus to the
ferry but it turned out that all the buses arriving at
Paceville were full. Most switched to taxis but, despite
his name, Taxidermist had purchased a seven day bus
pass and insisted on waiting until a bus with a spare
seat arrived.

A pleasant ferry ride and then buses to Ghasri
ensured that everyone reached the venue in time for
a beer or two before the run started, although the
determined bus riders only just made it before we set
off.
Most had grabbed a quick lunch on the way so we
were ready by 2.30 to start the run as planned.
Blowback welcomed everyone, especially the
IndoNostalgia virgins. Since our last run we have lost
Great White Hope and Zorro, and they were
remembered by all the regular Exiles. He then handed
over to the Hare. I say Hare rather than Hares,
because Daffy was still out laying the trail - not a good
sign! He’d left a message which Doggy Style read to
the assembled group. Basically it was jungle rules, one
blob and you’re on, but with the addition of false
trails.

Bringing up the rear
The next check was a bit more cunning, as we
expected to go on and on up the hill, but contour
hugging Unmentionable found dust round the corner
on the level. The third check didn’t slow the pack
down as the FRBs led the pack straight on, only to run
out of trail. Doggy Style was heard to say that the trail
should have gone down the hill to the road at this
point, so that’s where we headed, despite the
absence of dust.

On-On! Downhill at last

Doggy Style with the Hare’s message

We set off with a degree of enthusiasm but this soon
evaporated as we ran through the village and the
FRBs left the rest of us way behind. A check at last,
and up the hill we went. Fit bastards from hilly places,
Nice Boy included, shot past me and other flat land
fen boys from Cambridge. Josua and Katerina shot up
the hill despite carrying Tim and Elio on their
shoulders.

Finding a check on the road gave some
encouragement and once again Unmentionable led
the way, until overtaken by a MeMe who went
sprinting by.
Just as we were entering San Lawrenz another check
confused the FRBs and allowed the tail-enders to
catch up. Froggy checked out to the right in the hope
that we were going back towards Ghasri, but no such
luck. Left it went and up yet another bloody hill.

bar to savour a few beers until cadging a lift back to
Ta Frenc with Diplomat who had been manning the
beer stop.

Checking, or just looking lost?
Another check where we couldn’t find dust followed,
maybe if we’d looked for the blobs without the
“helpful” assistance of Doggy Style we may have
found the trail earlier. It transpired that the Hares had
check out the trail several months previously and now
Daffy was not following the agreed route but was
doing his own thing. Dust was found back on the main
road and then Ferret came across a “W” pointing to
the right. Obviously the trail then took us left past a
pretty farmhouse where the owner, James, popped
his head out and enquired “is this the Hash House
Harriers?”. It transpired that he’d hashed on Hong
Kong many years ago. On being invited to join us for a
drink at Ta Frenc he replied “I’ve drunk with you lot
before!” and declined the invitation!

Posers posing
The rest of the pack struggled down the hill until they
finally reached the beer stop, where Sperm Whale
and Bear had been quietly supping Cisk at Dwejra Bay
for the past hour or so. Mashed Potato was notably
absent, no doubt making the best of some peace and
quiet without SW.

Photo opportunity at The WIndow
Over the Wall

The trail then took us up to a quarry where a check
back confused the FRBs as this wasn’t in the script. At
least it gave us a chance to catch up and join the FRBs
as they headed back down the hill. On joining the
main road again we had the option of turning right
into San Lawrenz, or following the trail down the road
to the sea and the beer stop. Only Pugwash,
Blowback, Little Blow and Wai-Wai were sensible
enough to turn right, where they found a nice little

Revived by a can of beer, some of the pack went
down to the Azure Window for a photo opportunity.
From the picture above it is apparent that only Kermit
from the Cambridge contingent had the energy to
walk down to see the famous Window. The others
couldn’t face the additional climb and found the trail
up the hill by the Church. Pedro shot off like a
young’un, quickly followed by Muff Diver
As Jetstream slowly crept up the hill he was
overtaken by half the pack, who had split into small
groups of two or three by now. Several times we lost

the trail but eventually we arrived at Gharb. My God,
only another 3km to Ghasri! Gharb is noted for the
Lady of Ta’ Pinu Basilica, but we were all too
knackered to appreciate it.
One or two kept running whilst most simply dragged
one foot in front of the other until we were on the
road down to Ta Frenc. A this point Diplomat’s car
shot past and then stopped 200 yards from the
venue. Froggy jumped out and proceeded to run in as
if he’d been on trail all the time, a sin he was to be
punished for later.

Virgins – but where is Antar?

Back at the venue it was already nearly 6 o’clock, a
three hour trail – a record for IndoNostalgia! The last
time the run approached this length was in Shere on
run no 3, when we were out for two and a half hours.
So a record which we don’t wish to break again, ever!

More virgins

Elio shows true hashing tendencies

By the time everyone had returned and changed into
their sarongs it was almost dark and so a rather
delayed circle was held. This was not easy for poor
Blowback as everyone was exhausted and I, for one,
couldn’t recall a single verse of any song, let alone
lend a helping hand.
Virgins were welcomed and there were so many that
they had to drink in groups. First came the Frankfurt
Hash, don’t they always? Then Cambridge H3, Antar,
Three Swallows (still pissed from the duty free gin),
Pedro, Imelda and It’ll Come Off. Finally the rest of
the world came in for their down-down, comprising
the Burkarts, Pubic Hair Dresser and Generator.
There were so many virgins that I’ve probably missed
a few.

Furry Ferret was nowhere to be seen having sensibly
retired to her apartment with a migraine. Another
Harriette, Wonderwoman, also took the sensible
precaution of staying out of the way until food was
served.
Not having met before, Generator and Dog n a half
continued chatting in the circle until they were given
not one, but two down-downs for holding a private
party and had to be physically separated.
Leekie Willie introduced the traffic light song with
MeMe as the main attraction. However, we’d all had
more than enough after one verse and MeMe was
unceremoniously dumped into the wheelie bin by
Muthatucker and Muff Diver. Other songs also ended
abruptly with Bastard cut short after a few lines of ‘sit
on my face’ and Double Top suffering a similar fate
with her version of ‘a few of her favourite things’.

The Ball of Killiemuir gave everyone a chance to sing
their favourite verses, mostly in honour of Great
White Hope as this was one of his favourites. The
circle was cut short as it grew dark and then food
arrived. In the hope that we’d be able to continue the
circle after makan, the circle was not closed in the
traditional fashion but left open for continued
merriment. Unfortunately, after eating huge amounts
of pizza, nobody felt like carrying on and we slowly
disappeared to bed!
Sunday

MeMe’s rendition of the traffic light song, binned

For a change Froggy was able to hold centre circle for
long enough to complete his story. Calling in all those
with Tattoos he proceeded to tell us about the All
Malta Tattoo Competition. Three Swallows was
anxious to show everyone hers but as there were
children present was restrained. It transpired that the
winner was The Penguin who made up for the fact
that he only has one ball by having a second one
tattoo’d on his thigh. A load of bollocks if you ask me.

What a contrast with yesterday. An extremely short
run with just one check and we found ourselves at the
drink stop. The local liqueur, Ambrosia, was it the
prickly pear one? The location was at Wied il-Ghasri
where the locals have created salt pans to trap the
salty sea water and then let it dry out in the summer
sun. Some say that they go back to Roman times.
Another photo opportunity, this time the Cambridge
crowd turned out in force, something to do with the
short trail and lack of hills perhaps. For the brave
amongst us, a chance to risk drowning by climbing
down the ladder to the ledge below.

This looks like more like a Cambridge Hash away day,
not IndoNostalgia!
With plenty of time available and lots of energy a
lively circle was forthcoming. Blowback set the tone
with some rapid Medan style down-downs and today
there were no private parties, the serial sinners from
yesterday having got the message. With everyone
behaving properly, the self-appointed Enforcement
Officer, Gorilla, didn’t get a chance to intervene.
Pugwash and Gorilla in full flow

Oh Doctor, I’m in trouble – Goodness gracious me!

With plenty of daylight available, The Penguin was
able to read his prompt sheet and sing the song that
he’d written especially for the Septuagenarians, Bear
and Diplomat. Highly amusing as well as a tuneful
song, words by The Penguin to the tune of Yesterday,
by his old mate, Paul McCartney.

Punished for not knowing the Engineers song
How do you get into your apartment? Use the key of
course. This proved to be too taxing for Numbskull
who thought he had his key in his pocket, but couldn’t
locate it. So Daffy was able to show off his expertise
and swing over from the next balcony (should have
asked Chimp) and let him in. A which point he found
his key, in his OTHER pocket. He’s not called
Numbskull for nothing!

Septuagenarians allowed to sit in the circle
Clueless and keyless
Froggy was able to rant off on one of his shaggy dog
stories before being punished for his motorised sin of
yesterday. Various charges followed with Jetstream
accusing Strap-On of offering sex to a girl who was
about to jump off the cliff.
Engineers MeMe, Ferret and Benghazi were suitably
punished for not knowing the words of the Engineer’s
song, which fortunately, or unfortunately, depending
on your point of view, Jetstream was able to recall.

Birthday Girl Struth

Sadist attempted to recount the history of Gozo and
after a successful account of the Megalithic time, with
Dog ‘n a half demonstrating what a monolith was.
Sadist was unable to get further than the Knights
Templar with Double Top and Hangover Blues called
in to provide the necessary titillation. Alas, the
attention span of the circle was too short to allow him
to complete the history lesson and he was rudely
interrupted. You have to break stories into bite sized
chunks for this group of hashers, who have the
attention span of a nanosecond.

Musique Master El Rave had sub-contracted the
actual singing of the songs and called on Taxidermist
to sing Mobile, which he refused to do, preferring to
indulge in a Chinese fire drill. As this is a Mojacar Hash
tradition, the HM soon put a stop to this nonsense
and we proceeded to sing Mobile, as planned.

Which one is the Monolith?
The German contingent had come prepared with
some stuff for the circle and we were all a bit
apprehensive when Niceboy, Engine Fucker,
Loveballs, Weenie Bikini and Hanseatic Slut took
control with their chicken song. We needn’t have
worried as it was hilarious.

Beer doesn’t make you fat, it makes you lean!
By a coincidence it was Struth’s birthday and she’d
chosen to share it with us all. Unfortunately she only
got a down-down but she was lucky that we weren’t
prepared with floor, eggs and other stuff to make a
cake for, sorry I mean on, her.

German contingent warming up for the chicken song
After a few attempts to heckle the HashMaster,
MeMe found it all too much and went off to sleep in
the mid-day sun. Maybe we should have sung the
lobster song at this point, but we weren’t on the right
wavelength. I expect that some of our readers still
aren’t?

Who said INH3 comprises sexist old farts?
All this time the piss-pourers, Pugwash, assisted by
Muthatucker, were keeping the Cisk and other
Maltese piss flowing.
Eventually the circle was drawn to a close with the
traditional “swing low” and we were able to attack
the sandwiches which had now appeared.

Fisherman, fisherman …… have you any lobsters …?

Bastard and The Penguin share a joke which El Rave
has obviously heard before.
As you would expect, the swimming pool proved a
fatal attraction, and ignoring the notice about
maximum numbers, not drinking etc, half the pack
jumped in. Neil stepped up to organise a game of
water polo with an empty bottle and things went
from bad to worse.

Ferret and Doggy Style ignored the no drinking rule
and joined the others for a cooling dip
Fun and games with a lot of Cisk consumption
continued until the BBQ arrived and some serious
drinking got underway. In particular, the local red
wine at 4 euros for a two litre bottle proved to be
excellent value and surprisingly was also a really Ok
wine.
So we relaxed into the evening, enjoying the company
and trying to drink up all the booze. This proved to be
an impossible task and eventually we all gave up and
went off to bed.

Virgins Neil and Jason

Slaphead had been unusually low profile throughout
the day but corrected this by putting his foot through
a Perspex cover by the pool and nearly severing his
ligaments. Probably just an excuse to get some female
attention and he wasn’t disappointed as It’ll Come
Off led the charge of harriettes rushing to his rescue.

Doggie Style guarding the remaining beer

Monday
Despite a few determined efforts to finish the beer
before we left, we had to admit defeat and return
some to the supplier. The pack then split up, with
some going over to Malta where an impromptu party
at Neil’s penthouse proved to be a great success – at
least from the pictures of Jason on Facebook!

Some had to go home whilst others went exploring in
Malta. Much to Bear’s annoyance 16 or so stayed on
in Gozo and joined him at Stone Crabs Restaurant in
Xendi for a “quiet” dinner.
All in all as superb weekend and a huge “tHHankyou”
to Doggy Style and Daffodildo for all their hard work
and organisation. It was a great achievement to
arrange an event so far from home and ensure that
we didn’t run out of beer.

Thanks to Hash Flash for the superb pictures

Is Daffodildo spelt with an “O” or an “I”? He was
named on the Cambridge Hash Daffodill Run so it
should obviously be an “O”. However, as he has so
much personalised Haberdash spelt with an “I” we
won’t enforce this point! If he ever gets an
IndoNostagia Bib someone will have to decide
whether it’s an “I “or “O” which will decide the
matter, once and for all!
On-On! Jetstream
The Hares celebrate the end of the weekend

Run No 49 Santon Downham, Suffolk. 11 th/13th March 2016.
Hares: Haven’t Got One & Czech Her Out
Venue is Little Lodge Farm, http://www.forestlodgeholidays.co.uk which is mid way between Thetford and
Brandon. Hare has reserved all the accommodation so please don’t contact the venue directly. There is sufficient
accommodation for between 20 and 26 on site, Lodges are now fully booked but Mobile Homes are still available.
Full details are on the website www.inh3.co.uk
The Hare would prefer not to get involved with individual sleeping arrangements but if you are not coming with a
group, please contact him at conrad_stroud@hotmail.com and he will try and put you in touch with others who
are in a similar position and want to share. Preferably please choose your own bed mates and then book a mobile
home for either 2 or 3 nights. Please send a cheque or bank transfer to Jetstream, 23 Fairway, Girton, Cambridge
CB3 0QF.
Run fees will be the usual £40 a person Accommodation costs £220 for the caravans, for three nights, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. The cost is discounted by 10% if you only stay for two nights. Please pay Jetstream for both
the run fees and accommodation.

